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resident Wilson in one of the Fourteen
Points made public on January 8th., 1918,
stipulated that national autonomies should
be established in the territory of the AustroHungarian Monarchy; in the autumn of the same
year the Foreign Minister of Austria-Hungary ac
cepted the proposal: while by Letters Patent dated
October 16th, 1918, Charles of Habsburg, Emperor
of Austria and King of Hungary, made provision
for the establishment of the "autonomies" the
creation of which had been undertaken by the
Monarchy. Every credit is due to two Hungarian
statesmen — Count Stephen Burian, Austro-Hun
garian Foreign Minister, and Count Stephen Tisza
— for having desired to put an end to a hopeless
struggle by accepting those conditions stipulated
by the victorious enemy which were calculated to
be to the advantage of the peoples of Austria and
Hungary and of the future of both countries. It is
due to these statesmen, moreover, that after the
Points had been accepted by Austria-Hungary and
that acceptance had impelled the allies of the
Monarchy to do likewise, President Wilson proved
able by reference to the example set by the enemy
to compel his own allies to accept the terms and
to thereby ensure the possibility of a just and
lasting peace.
Under this reciprocal agreement — and what
has been said above shows without a doubt that we
have before us here a gentleman agreement con
cluded between the two Parties — the "autonomies”
to be established in the Danubian territories in
volved liberation from the rule of the power
exercised for centuries previously by the Vienna
Government which had left unpleasant memories
in Hungary too. That this was the interpretation
in Hungary of the October 16th., 1918, Manifesto,
was the establishment in the Hungarian Parliament
of the fact that as a consequence of the change in
the character of the Austrian State the AustroHungarian Compromise of 1867 had become in
validated, that Hungary had acquired the right of
self-determination and that she was therefore con
nected with Austria only by the person of the
sovereign.

From the point of view of German Austria —
as the German provinces of Austria were called
then — the establishment of self-government was
regarded as a return to the period when the Habsburgs held possession of the Austrian Dukedom as
a family inheritance and their Vienna Government
had not yet extended its sphere of authority to the
Italian territories, to the Dalmatia which was taken
from Venice, to the Czech kingdom, to Galicia
(later taken from Poland), to Bukovina (later ac
quired from Turkey) or to Bosnia and Herzegovina.
These territories had merely recovered the right
of self-determination.
That the right of self-determination was
originally interpreted by the Czech, Serbian and
Rumanian Governments too to mean the granting
of autonomy to the several peoples of the M on
archy, we know from their own statements.
It is true that during the early phase of the
Great War — while the forces of Czarist Russia
were still unimpaired — they endeavoured with
the assistance of Russia to obtain possession of the
Danube Basin; but after the defeat of the Russian
power and the adherence of democratic America
to the Allies they changed their tactics. This is
how the scheme of armed occupation was convert
ed into a demand for the territories in question to
be severed from the Monarchy on the basis of the
right of self-determination and annexed to the
Balkan Serbian and Rumanian States respectively;
and in the same way the idea of "absorption" was
converted into the specious catchword of "territor
ial autonomy".
In his Memoirs the British publicist Mr.
Wickham Steed tells us that it was in the London
flat occupied by him and Dr. Seton Watson that
the treaty was drafted which is known to history
as the Corfu Pact owing to its having been signed
in Corfu on July 17th., 1917. The treaty was signed
on behalf of the Croatians by Ante Trumbic, an
Austrian citizen then in exile, and on behalf of
Serbia by Premier Pashitch. Without entering into
an examination of the credentials of Trumbic and
Pashitch and of their right to represent the Croat
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ian nation or of the Croatian and Serbian in
habitants respectively, who were then living, not
in Austrian, but in Hungarian territory, we would
in this connection confine ourselves to establishing
the fact that the Corfu Pact of 1917 guaranteed
the inhabitants to be transferred from the Dual
Monarchy to the Balkan State of Serbia with full
autonomy. This is how Steed himself interpreted
the treaty when in 1927 — after the establishment
of the Serb Dictatorship — he wrote an Open
Letter to King Alexander of Serbia warning and
reminding him that the Yugoslav State had been
formed on the basis of the equality of the three
Southern Slav (the Serbian, the Croatian and the
Slovene) nations and that the unity of the Yugoslav
State could consequently be ensured only if the
Croatian and Slovene peoples of Yugoslavia were
allowed to enjoy full autonomy. The Serbian
Government, however, regarded that "autonomy"
merely as a means to enable it to form a Greater
Serbia.
W e find a recurrence of the same catchword
— "autonomy" — also in the conventions con
cluded in America in 1918 between G. Thomas
Masaryk and the Slovaks and Ruthenians of Hun
gary. Without broaching the question as to whether
an Austrian citizen then in exile was entitled to
conclude international agreements respecting the
surrender of certain Hungarian territories with
Slovaks who had become American citizens and
no authorisation from the Slovaks of Hungary to
act on their name, we would merely establish the
fact that Masaryk himself when speaking of the
1918 Pittsburg Czecho-Slovak Convention of which
he had been a signatory stated that it was invalid.
However, seeing that in the treaties concluded
between Masaryk on the one hand and the Slovaks
of America (Pittsburg Convention) and the Ruthen
ians of America (Philadelphia Convention) re
spectively the former President of the Czecho
slovak Republic definitely promised autonomy to
the territories to be severed from Hungary which
were and are inhabited by Slovaks and Ruthenians
respectively, we may presume that he did so
because President Wilson — to whom he happened
to be related by marriage — had stipulated "selfgovernment" should be one of the conditions of
the treaty of peace to be concluded after the War.
For America threw her whole weight into the
scales to ensure the peoples of Austria-Hungary
receiving autonomy; and it may be presumed that
the said conventions were shown to President
W ilson too for the purpose of convincing him that
the documents submitted to him were agreements
concluded between politically organised nations
legally represented as prescribed by international
law which the Powers might safely accept as such.
Seeing that the essential point in all these
documents which had been given the form of
international treaties was the promise relating to
autonomy, it is hardly probable that Wilson was
persuaded to endorse the conventions submitted to
him except by the promises and obligations re
lating to such autonomy. This is at least what is
suggested by the fact that the Slovaks and Ruthen
ians subjected to Czech rule later on too demanded
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autonomy — or rather the "autonomy promised to
them".
The same was the case with the Rumanians
too. For, although the secret treaty concluded in
August, 1916, undertook to surrender to Rumania
the eastern third of Hungary, at their mass as
sembly in Gyulafehervar on December 1st,, 1918,
the Rumanians of Hungary themselves demanded
autonomy and stipulated that they should have a
self-government of their own within the new
Rumania. And at the time the Rumanian Govern
ment did not protest against the idea of granting
that autonomy.
There can be no doubt whatever that the
Czech, Serbian and Rumanian Governments them
selves adopted the idea of autonomy in order to
secure the territories claimed by them. Only the
Slovaks, Ruthenians, Serbians and Rumanians of
Hungary never guessed that nothing would ever
come of the autonomy promised, seeing that the
Czech, Serbian and Rumanian Governments had
accepted the idea of autonomy stipulated as a
sine qua non by President Wilson merely for the
purpose of weakening the position of AustriaHungary, and not for that of fulfilling the demands
of their racial kinsmen in Hungary, W e may per
haps understand their procedure when we con
sider that in the consciousness that they would
require a strong armed force to retain the new
possessions acquired by force they believed it
would be better not to weaken their States by
dividing them up into self-governing sections.
After what has been said above we may expect
to be asked why, if by his Manifesto dated October
16th., 1918, the Emperor of Austria and King of
Hungary consented to the granting to the peoples
of Austria-Hungary of full autonomy, it was not
possible — nem. con. — to solve the Danube ques
tion on this basis — a basis accepted and
acknowledged as suitable alike by the Allied and
Associated Powers, by Austria-Hungary and by
the Czech, Serbian and Rumanian Governments?
Some writers believe the answer to this question
to be that if Charles of Habsburg had remained
Emperor of Austria and King of Hungary, the
people of the Czech Kingdom in possession of selfgovernment would not have become subject to the
rule of Masaryk and his friends, while the Southern
Slav (Slovene, Croatian and Serbian) and the
Rumanian inhabitants respectively of the Monarchy
would not have been subjected to the dominion of
the Balkan Serbian or the Balkan Rumanian
Government respectively. This is why, according
to some authorities, it was necessary for the Czech
exiles who during the Great W ar enjoyed the
protection of the Entente States and the re
presentatives of both the Serbian Government of
Belgrade and of the Rumanian Government of
Bucharest to promise their own racial kinsmen the
same autonomy as had been offered them by the
sovereign of Austria and Hungary. However,
Charles of Habsburg having left his post during
the struggle against the Monarchy, the Czech,
Serbian and Rumanian Governments which divided
the territories of the Empire acted as absolute
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possessors and in consequence did not carry into
effect the autonomy which they had feared that
Charles of Habsburg would realise; and they have
never since undertaken to grant it. So many think
ers have asked themselves whether it would not
have been better for the Danubian peoples if the
question had been solved by their obtaining the
autonomy promised them by Charles of Habsburg,
which would have been properly and adequately
guaranteed by the Allied and Associated Powers.
It is true that, if she had been given autonomy
in 1818, Bohemia would never have become a re
public, so that Thomas Masaryk would never have
been able to occupy his post as President. But in
the Memorandum handed by him to the British
Foreign Office in 1915 in which he proposed a
Russian Grand Duke as King of Bohemia, he him
self stated that there were no republicans in that
country. So the republicans did not originate in
Bohemia herself, where any such movement would
have been branded as high treason, but in a place
where the aid of America was invoked by persons
who wished to exploit that aid to obtain the power
in defiance of Charles of Habsburg. Today it is
customary to add that, although the organisation
of the self-government of Bohemia would have
involved the establishment of an independent Czech
Kingdom and would have prevented the Czech
exiles from obtaining the power, the Czech nation
would in all probability not have been compelled
to face the problem of liberation from the German
danger now threatening it. Nor would there have
been any problem respecting Austria's independ
ence; for, while the historical frontiers of Bohemia
were ensured, the guaranteeing of Austria’s in
dependence was a dynastic interest of the first
importance which was in the mind of the EmperorKing when towards the end of the War he entered
into negotiations for that purpose with the Western
Powers. It is true that once in the possession of
that autonomy which she had always demanded
previously too, Bohemia would not have been able
to annex the northern territories of Hungary; but
the reason why the annexation was necessary, was
not to liberate the Slovaks and Ruthenians of Hun
gary, — who have been denied even the autonomy
promised them — , but to secure the support of the
power of Russia for the purpose of retaining the
various territories acquired without the consent of
the inhabitants concerned. When still Czechoslovak
Foreign Minister M. Edward Benes more than once
declared openly that he was opposed in principle
to the idea of political autonomy and that he was
not in a position to restore the territories wrested
from Hungary, because the new Czech State based
its policy on the support of Russian military forces
to be brought into the country through the terri
tories severed from Hungary. Today it is the
general conviction that a guarantee of possession
of this character, apart from being pregnant with
danger of war calculated to plunge other nations
— and indeed Europe generally — into ruin, is of
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very problematic value, seeing that it would barely
be able to secure even the Czech nation that peace
and tranquillity which is the only sure pledge of
a safe future.
The insistence on this demand does not in the
least justify our concluding that they never
possessed autonomy of any kind. For if we take
the trouble to investigate the self-government en
joyed by the Greek Oriental (Serbian and Ruman
ian) Churches in Hungary, we shall be surprised
to find that that autonomy in more points than
one embraced rights exceeding those ensured the
national minorities by the Minority Treaties and
the Treaties of Peace.
Recently there has again been a lot of talk
about privileges: but there are not many who re
flect that under the older State laws it was these
privileges that ensured the prosperity and indeed
the very subsistence of certain classes of the
community. We need not think here only of the
landed classes, upon which as “ privileged" classes
war was declared in the name of democracy; we
need only think of the cases — e. g. that of the
Saxons of Transylvania — in which similar
privileges which ensured rights involving gua
rantees far in excess of those contained in the
minority treaties that enabled them to preserve
their racial character and their culture: indeed,
those privileges enabled them even to play an im
portant role in the political life of the Hungarian
State.
Of late many praises have been lavished on
the power represented by the centralised State
will; but there are very few to reflect on the waste
of the forces sacrificed by excessive centralism,
the loss of which by the nation reduces the power
of that nation.
For centuries the Hungarian county was a
stronghold of autonomy. However, the Hungarian
centralists in the forties of last century attack
ed the paralysing influence of that institution on
national unity so vigorously that the legislatures
of 1848 and 1867 resolved that in order to ensure
the greater efficacy of the united forces of the
nation the 63 privileged areas (counties) should
be subordinated to a central (State) will. I wonder
whether it ever occurred to any one at the time
that when the leaders of Hungarian political life
secured the triumph of the centralistic system, they
were beginning to disarm forces which had made
the "nationalities'' of older Hungary who enjoyed
the guarantees provided by the privileges loyal
servants of the Hungarian State? For the future
of the Hungarian State could not be secured except
by the harmony of the interests of the whole and
the parts respectively: as indeed that harmony had
secured the position of that State for centuries
previously.

There can be hardly any doubt that if the War
had ended in the peoples of the Austrian Empire
receiving an opportunity of free political develop
ment, there would have been a change also in the
inner structure of the Hungarian State.
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First of all it was to be expected — and in
1915 the Hungarian Government already reckoned
on that issue — that the Croatian nation would
come into possession of all territories inhabited by
Croatians and that a united Croatian nation and
State would arise in its full integrity, which, though
remaining part of the dominions of the Crown of
St. Stephen, would be impelled in the very interests
of the union between Hungary and Croatia to find
by agreement a new form for that union. It was
to be expected that as a consequence of the in
creased services rendered by and the unchanged
importance of the Croatian nation it would be
impossible to avoid revising the 1868 Compromise
between Hungary and Croatia, and that it would
be necessary to recognise the new, stronger Croat
ian nation the friendship of which was bound to
be of increased value and attraction for Hungary.
And indeed the Hungarian Government did not
shrink from the idea, stipulating only in return
for the restoration of the integrity of the Croatian
nation and the increased assertion of its privileged
position, that the route leading to the sea should
be kept open for the use of Hungary. That was not
demanding more than was actually guaranteed
Hungary on the part of Serbia under the Treaty
of Trianon. In return the Croation nation would
have been able to freely exercise its right of selfdetermination and would thereby have instituted a
form of union with the Hungarian State practically
identical with that known in public law as "per
sonal union” . The Hungarian Government would
have remained chief protector of the Serbian and
Hungarian minorities in Croatia, which it had pre
viously accorded direct protection.
Count Albert Apponyi, President of the Hun
garian Peace Delegation, demanded a plebiscite
and expressed the wish that every one should
decide for himself to which State he desired to
belong. For the "nationalities" of Hungary never
— even at their secret assemblies or in their
secret resolutions — demanded that they should
be severed from Hungary or that they should be
allotted to Balkan Serbia or Rumania. There is
documentary evidence galore to show that in each
several case the demands of the kind originated
from Belgrade or Bucharest respectively. However,
daring as was the proposal submitted by Count
Albert Apponyi — daring as he v/as in allowing
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the "nationalities" to choose for themselves to
which State they desired to belong — , the rigid
attitude of rejection consistently adopted in respect
of that proposal itself proves that the Serbian and
Rumanian Governments never dreamed of demand
ing that the inhabitants of the regions of Hungary
which they claimed should be given an opportunity
to express their wishes. And there is nothing
strange about governments afraid to do that re
fusing to grant autonomy even to the Serbian and
Rumanian inhabitants of the territories wrested
from Hungary by force of arms.
Yet Count Apponyi's proposal allows of our
presuming that in the event of a favourable issue
to the Great War the Hungarian Government would
not have refused to undertake a revision of the
Nationality A ct of 1868. It is a moot point whether
that Government would not have returned to the
older Constitution of Hungary, eliminating all the
excesses which the period of centralism had com 
mitted against both public liberty and the Hungar
ian State.
Had that happened, the example set by the
Austrian Empire would have been followed im
mediately by the Hungarian State, which would
also have established a whole series of autonomous
regions in which the liberties — both individual
and corporative — granted to the ancient privileg
ed counties, churches and national bodies would
have paved the way towards a more favourable
solution. There would have been no trace of the
incalculable danger of which these nationalities —
and the future of Europe too — have been made
victims, — a danger which has brought us face to
face with fresh troubles and cares and unsolved
questions. For the basis originally demanded —
in the period prior to the armed occupation and
annexation of our country — by Czech, Serbian
and Rumanian politicians, has been abandoned. In
a speech delivered at Reichenberg on August 18th.,
1936, M. Benes, President of the Czecho-Slovak
Republic, declared frankly and decidedly that he
was not in favour of that autonomy or federalism
which the Great Powers had made the corner
stone of the peace of Danubian Europe.

